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MUD DAUBERS and FUEL TANKS...  
4 May. 2000  
To: Mike McKendry, 
This info from George might help some other Birddog Drivers. Some of these tanks need a good 
checking, after all they been around for years.  
Pfc. Slovenz 
-----Original Message-----  
To: Joe, Minard, 
Just a line to let you know that I found my problem. After draining my fuel tanks and rebuilding the 
selector valve, I put in 5 gals. in each tank. Main tank read 3/8 of a tank and the aux read 1/4. I 
also found that main tank vent was plugged, aux partly. After draining again I refilled with 5 gals 
each and found that it isn't enough fuel to get past the selector valve! Then I filled both tanks and 
could only put in 12 gals more in each tank, for a total of 17 gals each .  
HOW ABOUT THAT - Tanks must be partly squished. Will troubleshoot that next. 
GEO. p.s. maybe the rest of the guys would be interested in this. -------------------------------------------
------------------------------------- 
Glen E. Smith says:  
Hello fellow Dogs, The fuel flow problem recently evidenced by some is indeed a worrisome 
thing. With all due respect to George, I doubt the shrinking of tanks - this would take a really 
hearty fuel pump and a complete blockage of tank vents. Yes, of course, it can happen and has. I 
am more inclined to believe that the ubiquitous "Mud Dauber" wasp is the ultimate perp.  
In the part of rural Northern California in which I have resided for the last 30 years, these wasps 
are rampant and for the sake of your life demand attention. Given any source of water and soil 
they will establish mud nests for the hatching of their larva. You would not believe the places they 
will establish these nests. I have found tube/holes/etc. of a diameter of less than 1/16th" packed 
with mud and fertilized eggs awaiting late spring hatching. In my area, one dare not leave any 
critical opening exposed to their natural spawning instincts.  
All tube openings during maintenance must be securely taped over, all inspection plates securely 
screwed down, pitot and ambient sources covered with "Remove Before Flight" devices. Without 
regard to the effect of their venom to very sensitive people, their nest building proclivities can be 
deadly to airmen.  
Please read and heed. 
Glenn E Smith  
P.S. Received as an addendum from Glen: I would add to my observations of the ubiquitous mud 
dauber that they also tend to develop very large nests, fist sized and better, on the interior 
surfaces of wings and fuselages. While these nests may not be so nearly life threatening as those 
in smaller spaces, they do pose a problem with potential surface corrosion where they are 
attached to flat surfaces. If found they should be as gently as possible broken off, the skin surface 
washed with water and detergent, examined with light and glass for corrosion, cleaned with 
lacquer thinner and recoated with zinc chromate. 
I don't mean to sound pedantic, however, 50 years as a pilot/ flight engineer, 40 years as an A&E, 
30 years as an IA allow me to interject my squeaky old voice in things aeronautic even if no one 
listens. But to address the membership of IBDA on that basis is an insult to all. There is so much 



wonderful knowledge and experience within our group to easily support a book of "How to L-19" - 
restoration, operation, handling, flying characteristics, maintenance, repairs, etc. It could start with 
a newsletter of maintenance tips from the experience of all we Dog Drivers and expand from 
there. Minard has done such a wonderful job of the history of the breed. We need to add to his 
work to save the breed. 
Sincerely, Glenn  
	  


